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---------------------------------------------------------------------***--------------------------------------------------------------------Abstract: The textile and clothing industries form a
major part of manufacturing production, employment
and trade in many developing countries. This paper
presents an overview auto work status monitoring and
information up-loading. We develop and implemented
the procedure that will give the accurate measurement
as well as it will keep the record of how much cloth
produced by the machine. The server will maintain the
record of the produced cloth of each worker along with
the information containing day, date, time ,worker
name , Employee code, the length of produced cloth,. Etc.
The main purpose of the system is to maintain record of
each worker working on the machine.

Ichalkaranji is in western India about 425 kilometers
southeast of Mumbai.
The city of Ichalkaranji assumes a place amongst the cities
having highest per capital income in the country. We
visited to several textile industries in Ichalkaranji. In
textile industry recently system is used for measuring of
cloth length done by manually. In this measuring system
occurs some problems such that inaccuracy, incorrect
information given to manager. So we found that there is
requirement of measurement and auto recording of the
produced cloth on server.

Keywords—Microcontroller,Zig-bee,keypad,LCD
display

Initially, we studied current methods of measuring cloth
length in cotton industry. We detected verify the problems
such that inaccuracy, incorrect information given to
manager. So we found that there is requirement of
measurement and auto recording of the produced cloth on
server. According to that we are going to design and
develop a novel method for length measurement of cotton
by proximity sensor and microcontroller.
It is a advance method the performance of the each
worker will be recorded in the system.
The system should be able to interface with existing cloth
manufacturing machine. Performance of the system
developed will be studied to make corrections required
meeting the requirements of the sponsoring agency

2.2: Proposed Work

1. INTRODUCTION:
Now a day’s electronics is playing a vital role in almost all
industries. Due to the rapid developments in electronics,
the working style is improved. Cloth manufacturing is one
of the major industries which fulfill our basic need.
In case textile industry in Maharashtra at Ichalkaranji city
which called as Manchester city, Where the way handling
many a task are done by manually in that measurement of
cloth is one of important task and is usually done by
person/manually, many time it may cause of inaccuracy or
time consuming with doubtful records of good produced
by particular machine etc.

3. BLOCK DIAGRAM:
The 230 volt AC supply is given to the step down
transformer because microcontroller support to 5 volt
only. After that AC voltage is converted in to DC voltage by
using rectifier. Then fixed DC voltage is regulated by using
voltage regulator. Here we get fixed 5 volt DC supply. This
DC supply is given to the LCD display, microcontroller and
MAX 232 IC.

2. RESEARCH METHODLOGY
2.1: Problem Identified:
Ichalkaranji is a city in Kolhapur district in the Indian state
of Maharashtra. It is governed by a municipal council.
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supply is given hardware circuit is get initialized. The
microcontroller monitors the reading sensor.
This reading is given to controller and transmitted to
server using zig-bee. The data base is saved to “M S
Access”. We have implemented GUI using “Microsoft Visual
Basics”
4.3 Flow Chart:

Fig.1: Block diagram
4. DESIGN OF SYSTEM:
The microcontroller, LCD display, is world’s most popular
technology. ZigBee is based on the Institute of Electrical
and
Electronics
Engineers
Standards
Association's 802.15 specification.
It
operates
on
the IEEE 802.15.4 physical radio specification and in
unlicensed radio frequency bands, including 2.4 GHz,
900 MHz and 868 MHz. The specifications are maintained
and updated by the ZigBee Alliance.

Fig2. Program flow

4.1 Hardware Implementation

4.4 Components of Hardware in System:

In this system, power supply is used to provide the power
to the whole circuitry like sensor, transformer, resistors,
DC motor, LCD, zig-bee are the main components used for
designing. In this proposed system, we have used
microcontroller, The MAX 232 chip is used to interfacing
the different component.
When power supply is given to the DC motor, it starts
rotating and sensor begins to count the pulses. When
worker enters his code, it saved to server and server
maintains record.

The components of hardware implementation are as
follows:
4.4.1 IR Proximity Sensor
Proximity Sensor are used to detect objects and obstacles
in front of sensor. Sensor keeps transmitting modulated
infrared light and when any object comes near, it is
detected by the sensor by monitoring the reflected light
from the object.
4.4.2 ZigBee

4.2Software Implementation:

Zig-Bee is based on the Institute of Electrical and
Electronics
Engineers
Standards
Association's 802.15 specification.
It
operates
on
the IEEE 802.15.4 physical radio specification and in
unlicensed radio frequency bands, including 2.4 GHz,

For Software Implementation we have used the software
“Keil uVision4”. In Software Implementation, The main
part is programming of the microcontroller and
Interfacing of each device like LCD Display, Keypad,
sensor, Transformer with microcontroller. Once the power
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900 MHz and 868 MHz. The specifications are maintained
and updated by the ZigBee Alliance.
[3]

5.4.3 Power supply
Power supply is main component of the circuit. Power
supply is provided to microcontroller and other device
from direct ac lines through rectifier and filter.

[4]

5.4.4 Microcontroller
In this system, microcontroller is used. IC 89C51 is used.
6. RESULT:

[5]

[6]

[7]
[8]
[9]
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7. CONCLUSIONS:
At end of day the system will inform to manager how
much goods produced by the machine with whole day
information available at the server. The server will
maintain the record of the produced cloth of each worker
along with the information containing day, date, time,
worker name , Employee code, the length of produced
cloth, etc. The server create the reports of daily production
and also the total production data will be send to the
owner on daily basis.
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